The Farewell Discourse
John 14-17
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- Praying from our new relationship
- Praying according to our identity
Knowing your identity in Christ, above all, means that we see the world through the lens of how Jesus sees the world, according to what the Word of God reveals, and that we engage the world in the way Jesus engaged to the world, again, according to how the Word of God reveals.
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1. The gift of **prayer** (vv. 23-28)

- Praying from our **new relationship**
- Praying according to our **identity**
- Praying in **faith** in God’s **promises**
- Praying leads to **joy**
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2. Faith in Christ’s **victory** (vv. 29-33)

- Our faith will be **tested**
- Christ is our **example**
- **Peace** in the midst of **tribulation**
- The **object** of our faith – **Christ**!